Orlaith Treacy: Selected Projects

Callan Workhouse Union
Project Producer
Jan. 2016- Jan. 2018

Callan Workhouse Union is a research and
development facility and commissioning agency for
visual art, architecture, design, craft and community
engagement. For the past two years, I have worked as
an administrator and project producer with Callan
Workhouse Union (CWU).
Selected projects I produced with CWU:

Meet You At The Green?
How do we inhabit our rural towns? Meet You At The
Green? explores our common landscape and built
environment, highlighting the resources available for
people to gather and activate our town centres.
Artists, designers and groups engage through
participatory spatial strategies in performance,
sound and architecture. Public workshops, events,
activities and artworks unfold throughout 2017.
Artists and designers include: Michelle Browne, Ed
Devane, Dan Dorocic, Ríonach Ní Neill, Todo por la
Praxis and Studio Weave.

Ed Devane & Jon Garbizu, Public Sound, Callan Workhouse Union, 2017
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Public Sound
Jon Garbizu (TXP) & Ed Devane
Architect Jon Garbizu from Todo por la Praxis, a
Spanish architecture collective, and Ed Devane,
an Irish sound artist, led a series of workshops
with the Callan Foróige Youth Club. Having noted
their strong interest in music, Jon worked with the
youth club to design and build a mobile sound
system which worked from a solar panel. Ed
devised fun instruments for them to build and
created microphones and electromagnetic
listening devices which they used to record the
soundscape of Callan.

Town Traits: Alternative Census
Michelle Browne
A census records data about a people. A census
doesn’t often tell us how we inhabit our towns or
what we do for fun! For one day in November,
Michelle Browne invited everyone living in Callan
to take part in an alternative census of the town.
Town Traits: Alternative Census will create a
picture of the hidden stories and some of the often
invisible social networks that exist in the town.
(Town Traits: Alternative Census is part of Meet
You At The Green?)

Michelle Browne, Town Traits: Alternative Census, Callan Workhouse Union, 2017,
Credit: Brian Cregan
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Workhouse Guild
What are the conditions of labour in creative work?
Workhouse Guild, a programme of artists
residencies and commissioned new work,
examines visual arts practice in relation to craft
making and design.
Through an open call process, four artists- Kate
Fahey, Fiona McDonald, Lucas Wilson and Jane
Walker, were selected to undertake two week
residencies. Each artist focused on self-directed
practice and context specific exploration, drawing
on the wider context of Kilkenny’s craft and design
culture. Deirdre O’Mahony’s new film The
Persistent Return, commissioned as part of
Workhouse Guild, draws on research into the
history of the potato.

Jane Walker, Workhouse Guild, Callan Workhouse Union, 2016, Credit: Brian Cregan
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Trasna Productions
Curator & Producer
2016 & 2017

Trasna Productions is an inclusive organisation in
Callan that facilitates ambitious cross-disciplinary
and collaborative art projects. During 2016 & 2017, I
curated and produced Inhabitants.

Inhabitants 2017
Inhabitants is a series of events and activities across
visual arts, architecture and theatre, which highlights
the diverse and innovative work happening in the arts
in Callan and across Ireland. In 2017, Inhabitants
focused on one key theme, Public Declaration,
presenting an exciting arts programme across ten
days which included four exhibitions and a number of
workshops, music, walks, talks and spoken word.

Cover of programme, Inhabitants 2017, Design by Tim Harper
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Secret Stations
Kate Fahey
I curated Secret Stations during Inhabitants 2017,
working closely with artist Kate Fahey.
Secret Stations was an exhibition of photographic
prints and sculptural works in wood and copper
developed in collaboration with two local Callan
crafts people, Mary Carter, a diviner and Gabriel
Wall, a wood turner. Woven through the work is the
relationship between the topographic surface of the
land and the surface of the body – skin, the location
of the sense of touch.
Secret Stations was developed while Kate was on
residency at Callan Workhouse Union in August
2016, as part of Workhouse Guild.

Kate Fahey, Imitators, Secret Stations, Inhabitants, 2017
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MA by Research in Curating Contemporary Art with
Limerick Institute of Technology as a Scholar of
Limerick National City of Culture 2014
2014-2016

What Happens When Nothing Happens?
Central to my MA was the question ‘is it possible to
have an aesthetic experience within a non-place and
what is the temporality of such an experience?’
The particular ‘non-place’ I explored was the waiting
room. I devised a series of solo exhibitions in three
waiting rooms in Limerick, Kilkenny and Dublin,
presenting the work of four artists, Dáinne Nic Aoidh,
Martin Healy, Maria McKinney and Bridget
O’Gorman whose work explored themes that were
drawn from the liminary space such as isolation,
introversion, the everyday and fear.

Martin Healy, Last Man, HD Video, 8:23 min. King’s Island Primary Care Centre, 2015
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Occupy Space
Director & Curator
2012-2014

Occupy Space was an artist-led organisation based
in Limerick, Ireland. While Director of Occupy Space,
I curated, programmed and produced a series of
exhibitions and events of works by emerging artists.
www.occupyspace.com

Dream of Healing
A video installation by Irish artist Carla Burns was
presented at Supermarket Art Fair in Stockholm
Sweden. This installation explored the ideology and
imagery of self-help and self- improvement,
exploring how certain popular therapeutic systems
are generated, received, and practised, and looked
at the roles played by irony and sincerity when they
are re-presented by the artist. Central to Carla’s
process is a considered negotiation of distance from
the material under investigation. In order to avoid
detachment or cynicism, she usually proceeds
through personal participation in the processes she’s
studying, using embodied engagement and
performative elements to explore ideas through her
own physicality and person.

Carla Burns, Dream of Healing, Multi-media installation, 2014
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Underline
Underline showcased the work of artists Janine
Davidson, Frank Wasser, Séamus McCormack,
Elaine Leader, Tanya O’Keeffe and Olivia Hassett.
Working site specifically, they reacted and
responded to the underground basement of the
historically significant Leamy House in Limerick
exploring its ever changing societal functions as a
school, factory, museum, snooker club and venue for
the arts. This exhibition investigates the public and
private in our society, deconstructing and
reconstructing that which is hidden and revealed in
our past, present and future.

Underline, installation shot, Occupy Space, Leamy House, 2014
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